We prove a general normal approximation theorem for local graph statistics in the configuration model, together with an explicit bound on the error in the approximation with respect to the Wasserstein metric. Such statistics take the form T := v∈V H v , where V is the vertex set, and H v depends on a neighbourhood in the graph around v of size at most ℓ. The error bound is expressed in terms of ℓ, |V |, an almost sure bound on H v , the maximum vertex degree d max , and the variance of T . Under suitable assumptions on the convergence of the empirical degree distributions to a limiting distribution, we deduce that the size of the giant component in the configuration model has asymptotically Gaussian fluctuations.
INTRODUCTION
Random graphs with a prescribed degree sequence have been intensively studied in recent years. This is largely because the binomial degree distributions that are automatic in Erdős-Rényi random graphs do not correspond well with those of many networks observed in applications, making more plausible null models essential for assessing statistical significance. One of the first results was obtained by Bender and Canfield (1978) , who investigated the total number of graphs with a prescribed degree sequence. Their result was later generalised by Bollobás (1980) , who made use of the configuration model ; this is a random multigraph (that is, a graph possibly containing loops and multiple edges), obtained from a randomly chosen perfect matching of the elements of the set of half-edges attached to each vertex. The importance of the configuration model lies in the fact that, conditionally on there being no loops or multiple edges, the resulting graph is distributed as a uniformly chosen simple graph with the given degree sequence.
Under certain conditions on the degree sequence, Molloy and Reed (1995) showed that the configuration model has a giant component which spans a fixed fraction of the vertices, in the limit when the number of vertices tends to infinity, with the degree distribution converging to a fixed probability distribution. However, relatively little progress has been made towards understanding the second order fluctuations of the size of the giant component. Only recently, Ball and Neal (2017) were able to take a first step in that direction, by providing an asymptotic expression for the variance of the size of the giant component, and -by means of numerical simulations -conjecturing a central limit theorem (CLT) .
For the Erdős-Rényi random graph G(n, p), CLTs are readily available for many graph statistics; see, for example, Ruciński (1988) and Barbour, Karoński and Ruciński (1989) on subgraph counts, Janson and Luczak (2008a) on the so-called susceptibility, and Pittel and Wormald (2005) and Bollobás and Riordan (2012) on the size of the giant component, to cite just a few examples. In contrast, for the configuration model, the literature on CLTs is rather sparse. We are only aware of Janson and Luczak (2008b) on the k-core, Angel, van der Hofstad and Holmgren (2016) on the number of loops and multiple edges in the infinite-variance case, and KhudaBukhsh, Woroszylo, Rempa la and Koeppl (2017) on certain statistics arising from the SI-epidemic on the configuration graph.
The purpose of this article is to prove a general CLT for statistics which can be expressed as sums of 'local' vertex statistics. By 'local', we mean statistics that are determined by a limited part of the neighbourhood of a vertex that is close to the vertex itself -for instance, by the ℓ closest neighbours with respect to graph distance, where a suitable rule is used if necessary to choose among neighbours that are at the same distance from the vertex. Then, as an application of the general result, we prove a CLT for the size of the giant component in the configuration model. Following the strategy of Ball and Neal (2017) , instead of approximating the size of the giant component directly, we approximate the number of vertices in components of size at most n β , for some small β > 0, which is asymptotically equivalent to the number of vertices not in the giant component. Let h(T ) be a real-valued function on finite, connected, vertex-labelled and rooted multigraphs T . We are interested in the random quantity 1) and in the corresponding centred and normalised
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Let
d = (d 1 , . . . , d n ) be such that m := n v=1 d v is even,U d,h = v∈[n] h(T (v)),(2.versionÛ d,h = (U d,h − µ d,h )/σ d,h , where µ d,h = U d,h and σ 2 d,h = Var U d,h .
A central limit theorem for local graph statistics
For two distributions F and G on R, denote by d W (F, G) the Wasserstein distance between F and G; that is, d W (F, G) := sup f ∈F W | f dF − f dG|, where F W denotes the set of real valued functions with Lipschitz constant at most 1. Write N(0, 1) for the standard normal distribution. For any multigraph T , we use |T | to denote the number of vertices in T . Let h be a non-negative function on finite, connected, vertex-labelled and rooted multigraphs, and let ℓ 1. We say that h only depends on the first ℓ vertices away from the root, if the following holds. Let T and T ′ be two finite, connected, vertex-labelled and rooted multigraphs. Let T ℓ and T ′ ℓ be the respective subgraphs induced by exploring the respective multigraphs, starting with the root, breadth-first and, for each wave of exploration, smallest-label-first, until at most ℓ vertices (including the root) have been explored. If
Theorem 2.1. Assume that h only depends on the first ℓ vertices away from the root. Then, if 2 d max √ n, 4 ℓ √ n and m max{n, 7d
, where h denotes supremum norm.
Theorem 2.1 can potentially be applied to many graph statistics: sub-graph counts, the number of small components and the susceptibility, to name but a few. The upper bounds on d max and ℓ are largely unimportant, since the bound given in Theorem 2.1 would typically be larger than 1 if they were violated. Evaluating the order of the approximation error depends on obtaining lower bounds on the variance σ 2 d,h . For the size of the giant component, it is of strict order n; see also the discussion in Section 4.3.
Size of the giant component
We now use Theorem 2.1 to prove our second main result. For each n 1, let
be a vector of degrees on n vertices; let π = (π j ) j 0 be a probability distribution on the non-negative integers. We denote by π (n) := n 
The following is the main result of Ball and Neal (2017) ; all limits are to be understood as n → ∞. Theorem 2.2 (Ball and Neal (2017, Theorem 2.1)). Assume that
Let R n denote the size of the largest component of CM d (n) . Then there exists a positive constant b 2 such that, as n → ∞,
Remark 2.3. Condition (1) is equivalent to the usual threshold condition of Molloy and Reed (1995) , which guarantees the existence of a giant component with high probability. Condition (2) ensures that, under Conditions (3), (4) and (5), with high probability not all vertices are either isolated or part of the same giant component; if π 1 = 0, Var R n may be of smaller asymptotic order than n.
Condition (3) is the moment condition of Ball and Neal (2017) ; Condition (4) is the condition that the empirical degree distribution converges; Conditions (5) and (6) respectively are equivalent to Conditions (a)(ii) and (b) of Ball and Neal (2017) ; Condition (7) is Condition (c) of Ball and Neal (2017) . Moreover, it is straightforward to check that Conditions (3), (4) and (5) imply Condition (a)(i) of Ball and Neal (2017) , which is, as is easily verified, redundant there.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold. LetR n denote the centred and normalized version of R n . Then
Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, instead of counting the number of vertices in the giant component, we proceed as in Ball and Neal (2017) and count the number of vertices that are not in the giant component, which is just n−R n =: S n ; a CLT for S n obviously implies a CLT for R n . Let h ℓ (C) be the function that equals 1 if |C| ℓ and equals 0 otherwise; hence, U n := U d (n) ,h ℓ from (2.1) is the number of vertices in components of size less or equal to ℓ in G ∼ CM(d (n) ). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, it follows from the proof of Molloy and Reed (1995, Lemma 11 ) (see also the discussion after Theorem 2.1 of Ball and Neal (2017) ) that, for any fixed δ > 0, the probability that a vertex lies in a component larger than n δ/5 =: ℓ, but not in the largest component, is bounded by Cn −2 , for some constant C > 0 independent of n; hence,
In what follows, C will denote a generic constant that may differ from line to line, but is always independent of n. Let λ n := S n and let τ 2 n := Var S n . With µ n = U n and σ 2 n = Var U n , let
Since, under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, σ 2 n ∼ τ 2 n (see the discussion after Theorem 2.1 of Ball and Neal (2017) ) and since (2.2) implies that
It is a standard exercise in Stein's method for normal approximation to show
. Now, let h be a real valued function bounded in modulus by 1 and with Lipschitz constant at most 1, and let Z have a standard normal distribution. We have
Since the set of bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions characterises convergence in distribution, the claim follows.
Remark 2.5. By conditioning on the multigraph to be simple, results obtained for the configuration model can often be transferred to simple graphs (see, for example, Janson (2010)). However, as pointed out by Janson (2010, Remark 1.4), distributional limit results cannot be transferred in general, so the question about the fluctuations of the size of the giant component in simple graphs with a prescribed degree sequence remains open.
TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
We begin by discussing some technical material as a preparation for the proof of Theorem 2.1, which is presented in the next section. Our main tool is Stein's method for normal approximation (see Stein (1972) and Chen, Goldstein and Shao (2011) ). In particular, we make use of Stein couplings, for which we refer to Chen and Röllin (2010) for a detailed discussion.
An abstract normal approximation theorem
We say that a triple of random variables (W,
for all functions f for which the expectations exists. The proof of the following result is standard; see also Chen and Röllin (2010, Corollary 2.2)
where
Since Stein couplings are rather abstract, we now present a more concrete construction, which is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1; c.f. Chen and Röllin (2010, Construction 2A).
Lemma 3.2. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be random variables and let 
Proof. Indeed,
establishing (3.1).
Configurations
Instead of working with multigraphs, we follow the standard procedure, and work instead with matchings of coloured balls, where the colours represent the individual vertices, and the balls represent the half-edges coming out of each vertex. For simplicity, we represent the colours by the numbers in [n], and we represent the labels of the balls by the numbers in [m] . Let d = (d i ) 1 i n be a vector of degrees, so that m = i d i is even. One may think of balls 1 to d 1 having colour 1, balls d 1 + 1 to d 1 + d 2 having colour 2, and so forth. A configuration G on this set of balls is simply a perfect matching of the balls (note that a perfect matching consists of an unordered set of m/2 non-overlapping pairs); denote by M 0 (d) the set of all such perfect matchings, and denote by U 0 (d) the uniform distribution on M 0 (d) (the reason for the '0' in the notation becomes clear in the next paragraph). Now, in this notation, saying that G is a configuration random graph CM(d) is equivalent to saying that G ∼ U 0 (d).
We also need to consider sub-configurations of G, and these may contain unpaired balls. To make this precise, let C ⊂ [n] be a subset of colours. We denote by G| C the sub-configuration of G restricted to the set of balls which have any of the colours in C. This comprises the pairs for which the colours of both balls are in C, together with unpaired balls, with colours in C, whose partners in G have colour in C c . Let s(C) be the number of unpaired balls in G| C ; clearly, The following lemma is a consequence of the uniform distribution on matchings.
Lemma 3.3. Let C ⊂ [n] be a fixed subset of colours, and let G ∼ U 0 (d). Then, conditionally on s(C), G| C and G| C c are independent,
In other words, the lemma says that, given s(C), the two sub-configurations G| C and G| C c are independent and themselves uniformly distributed, but on different vectors of degrees, and with unpaired balls if s(C) > 0.
Truncated components
The key assumption in Theorem 2.1 is that the function h only depends on the first ℓ vertices away from the root. It is therefore enough to explore the component for each vertex breadth-first up to the point where ℓ vertices have been explored -we denote this truncated component by T ℓ (v).
Algorithm A 1. Let j ← 1, let C 1 ← {v}, and let S 1 ← G| {v} .
2. If j = ℓ or if the sub-configuration S j has no unpaired balls, then proceed to
Step 7.
3. Among all the unpaired balls in S j , take the one with the smallest ball label from the colour with the smallest colour label among the colours closest to v, reveal its partner, and denote by w the colour of that partner.
4. Let j ← j + 1.
5. Let C j ← C j−1 ∪ {w}, and let S j ← G| C j .
6. Return to Step 2.
7. Let T ℓ (v) ← S j , and stop. 4. Under the assumptions on h, it is clear that h(T (v)) = h(T ℓ (v)); hence
Remark 3.5. We need to be able to condition the configuration G on the realization of T ℓ (v), or on T ℓ (v), the set of colours of the balls in T ℓ (v) together with the number of unpaired balls. Then, in order to construct the couplings of Lemma 3.2, we shall need to use a statement of the form
which is the analogue of a strong Markov property conclusion, and which does not follow immediately from Lemma 3.3. We note, however, that (3.3) can be rigorously established, and has in fact been used implicitly in the literature many times. We refer to Rozanov (1982) for the general theory of stopping sets; to establish (3.3), we refer in particular to Rozanov (1982, Lemma 1, p. 75) .
Stein coupling
We proceed to construct the Stein coupling necessary for the proof of the main theorem. In order to shorten notation, we consider n, ℓ and the degree sequence d to be fixed, and write ξ v := T ℓ (v) andξ v := T ℓ (v) throughout the remainder of the article.
, and let W be as in Lemma 3.2. Consider v fixed for now. We construct a new configuration G
We start with the sub-configuration G|ξ We also need to keep track of the colours involved in the construction. We denote by η v the union ofξ v and of all the colours, at least one of whose balls has been affected when applying the above construction (that is, the union of all colours of the balls I and J over the steps 1 k K v ). Note thatξ v is a deterministic function of G, whereas η v is a deterministic function of both G and B v ; moreover, 
Since W ′ v is independent of X v and has the same distribution as W , we can construct the Stein coupling (W, W ′ , G) as in Lemma 3.2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
As a first step, we show that K v − ℓ is bounded with high probability, uniformly in v ∈ [n], if d max ℓ grows no faster than a small power of m.
Lemma 4.1. For k 2 and m 4k,
Step 3, Algorithm A reveals the partner of an unmatched ball; there are at most ℓ−1 of pairings revealed in this manner. In addition, at Step 5, other pairs may be revealed; if w denotes the colour of the partner revealed at Step 3, then some of its remaining d w − 1 balls may be paired with unpaired balls having the previously chosen colours. At any stage, there are no more than d max ℓ unpaired balls. The chance of any two given balls being paired is 1/(m − 1); similarly, the chance that any k given sets of two balls are each paired is
hence the expected number of k-tuples of matched pairs in T ℓ (v), other than those revealed at Step 3, is at most
In what follows, we define the event A by where the upper bound in (4.2) follows directly from Lemma 4.1 with k = 6.
Bounds on intersection probabilities
Lemma 4.2. Let G ∼ U 0 (d), and assume that a random set of colours α has been obtained, perhaps using G, but in such a way that
whenever m 2d max (|α| + ℓ). Similarly, we have
Proof. Note that the event {ξ v ∩ α = ∅} happens either if v ∈ α or if v / ∈ α and, during the exploration of ξ v , a ball whose partner is to be revealed in Step 3 of Algorithm A is an unpaired ball in G| α c , since then the partner is of a colour in α. If v ∈ α, the bound is trivial; so, assume v / ∈ α. Before the exploration starts, colour v is already considered explored, and since there could be loops, the pairings of up to d max balls could have been revealed. If there are still unpaired balls at this phase, the exploration process starts. At this point, the probability that a specific ball is unpaired in G| α c is at most s(α)/(m − d max |α| − d max ), so the first ball whose partner is to be revealed has at most this probability of being an unpaired ball in G| α c . If the process continues, the next ball whose partner is to be revealed has a probability of at most s(α)/(m − d max |α| − 2d max ) of being unpaired in G| α c , and so forth. The process continues for at most ℓ − 1 steps, so that the probability of a ball being unpaired in G| α c never exceeds
if m > 2d max (|α| + ℓ − 1). Hence, whenever v / ∈ α,
and (4.3) and (4.4) follow. In order to bound (4.5), we proceed in a similar manner. The bound is immediate if v ∈ α, so we now suppose that v / ∈ α. The event
We only need to consider the latter, since the probability of the former happening is bounded by (4.3). So, assume that ξ v has been explored, and thatξ v ∩ α = ∅. We now repeatedly perform the swapping of paired balls K v times. Each time that a swapping is performed, we could pick a colour from α in one of two ways: either we pick a ball from G| α c which is unpaired in G| α c , or we pick a ball directly from G| α . The probability of the former is no greater than
whenever m > 2d max (|α| + ℓ) (note that more and more pairs are being put back now, so that the denominator is in fact increasing), and the probability of the latter is no greater than
Since, on the event A, we have K v ℓ + 4, we deduce that the probability of a ball from G| α being reached is no greater than
from which (4.5) follows. Since we have once again used expectations to bound probabilities, (4.6) follows directly.
Using the fact that |s(α)| |α|d max , we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.2, and assuming that d max 2, that ℓ 4 and that m max{n, 2d max (|α| + ℓ)}, we have (4.10) and n v=1 |η v ∩ α|I A α |α|(2ℓ + 4 + 2(1 + 3d max )(ℓ + 4)) 16|α|d max ℓ.
(4.11)
We also need the following Efron-Stein type variance bound; see Chen, Goldstein and Röllin (2017) . . . , τ m−1 be independent transpositions, also independent of all else, where τ j transposes j and a randomly chosen integer in the set {j, . . . , m}, let B ′ be an independent copy of B, and for 1 i n,
The appearance of the particular transpositions in the lemma comes from using a well-known construction of uniform random permutations; see Knuth (1969) .
Completing the proof of Theorem 2.1
Using these preliminary results, we can now bound the two terms appearing in Theorem 3.1.
Bounding |GD 2 |. The bound
is straightforward. Now, it is easy to see that we can write
Put in words, Q v is the set of those colours whose truncated components are potentially affected when changing the underlying graph from G to G ′ v . We emphasize "potentially" here since, even if ξ w = ξ d,h h , so that, using (4.2),
. (4.14)
For the main part, we observe that
Enlarging the set with whichξ w ′ is allowed to overlap, we have 15) so that, using (4.8) twice, once for α =ξ w ∪ η v and once for α = η v , along with the bounds |ξ w | ℓ and |η v | 3ℓ, the latter on the event A and for ℓ 4, we obtain
(this line of argument is frequently repeated in the calculations that follow). Thus,
which yields
where the event A is as in (4.1) and where
(note that for R 3 and R 4 , we have replaced π 13 by π and vice versa, since the two random permutations are exchangeable). We now proceed to bound the four error terms individually. In order to keep the formulae short, we abbreviate multiple sums such as n v=1 n w=1 to v,w , where it is understood that summation always ranges from 1 to n.
We begin with some preliminary calculations involving χ. First, let G be the configuration generated by π as before, and let the set of colours α be a function of G (but not of π directly!). Let E 1 (α) denote the set of edges incident on α, and let E := {π(1), π(2)}, {π(3), π(4)} . Then χ∩α = ∅ if E ∩E 1 (α) = ∅. Hence, since a given edge has probability 1/(m/2) of being represented by {π(2i − 1), π(2i)} for any 1 i m/2, and since
We also need to bound probabilities of the form
for pairs of colour sets α 1 , α 2 as above. To this end, let E 2 (α 1 , α 2 ) denote the set of edges in G that join a vertex in α 1 to one in α 2 , and define E(α 1 , α 2 ) :=
Now it is easy to see that 22) and that In similar fashion, using (4.11), we also have We now use (4.21)-(4.23), together with inequalities such as in (4.15), to give Hence, using exchangeability to replace B
